
Two people position themselves at adjacent ends of 
tent.  Each person place one of their feet on bottom foot 
of tent leg.  Using your hands, lift the upper portion of 
the tent frame as the lower legs slide out 

until each snap button locks 
into �rst (top) hole.  

Repeat on opposite 
side of tent.  Tent 

should measure 
approx. 6ft in height 

from ground level.

As the frame fully opens, use one hand to pull up on 
sliding joint with other hand on the leg until the snap 
o-ring engages into hole.  Repeat at all four corners.  
BE CAREFUL NOT TO PINCH FINGERS.

Remove tent from storage bag.  Stand tent up on legs in 
center of area to be covered.  With a partner standing at 
opposite corners of tent, slowly open tent by grasping 
the legs, lift tent o� ground, and pull legs away from 
each other.  Only open tent about half way and stop.  
Unfold and loosely place tent canopy into proper place 
on top of frame.

Each person return to opposite corners of tent, grasp the 
opposite legs and step backward extending the frame to 
the full open position.  Be sure to lift tent while pulling 
back if on an uneven surface such as grass or sand.

At each corner, pull down hem of canopy and secure 
with velcro so that top is tight and there is no sagging.

Customer Service:  customerservice@logochairs.com
Replacement Parts:  www.logochairs.com

For extra stability on grass or dirt surface, it is recommended 
that user tie down tent using the rope and stakes provided.  
Tie each rope to ring on top of each corner.  Then tie the 
opposite end of rope to a stake.  Pull on rope tightly as you 
insert each stake into ground.  For extra stability on concrete 
or solid surface, it is recommended to use weight bags (sold 
separately) to anchor tent down.

HOW TO TAKE DOWN
Repeat set up instructions in reverse order.  Depress the snap 
buttons on the legs to lower tent.  Pull o-ring lock on each 
corner sliding joint to release locked frame.  With a person on 
each side of tent, grasp frame and step forward to push frame 
together and close fully.  Remove canopy and insert it into the 
provided storage pouch on the outside of carrying case.  
NOTE:  If canopy is wet or damp, allow canopy to fully dry 
before folding or storing.

Maintenance and Care Instructions:
1.  To clean canopy use mild (non detergent) soap and water.
2.  Allow tent top and frame to completely dry before closing 
or storing.
3.  If frame joints or parts become loose, check for loose bolts 
and tighten them

Warning:
1.  Be careful not to pinch �ngers and hands as frame opens and closes.
2.  Always stake or weigh down tailgate tent.  Do not use in windy or rainy 
weather.  Wind and rain may damage tent and may result in personal injury.
3.  Do not use tailgate tent during storms or while lightning is present.
4.  Tailgate tent is a temporary shelter.  Do not leave up for extended periods.
5.  Keep all �ame and heat sources away from fabric canopy top.  Do not 
build �res within tailgate tent.


